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The clarity
to inspire



What does it 
mean to be truly 
engaged?
When people hear clearly—when they’re able to discern 
every nuance of the spoken word and every detail of a 
piece of music—something amazing happens. We call it 
true engagement. 

Conversations ensue. Teams know they’re on the same 
page. Hearts and minds are inspired, and captive  
attention becomes the new norm. This is the power  
of Innovox loudspeakers.



The only loudspeakers 
built to optimize speech 
intelligibility
Based on multi-sensory research, we’ve combined proprietary mid-bass drivers 
and precision ribbon high-frequency drivers to project precise definition of every 
syllable. This clarity is the key to rapid comprehension. Now, listeners can focus on 
what’s being said, not on what they might have missed.

SPEAKER PLACEMENT THAT CHALLENGE S THE STATUS QUO

The co-location of audio and visual sources is a major factor in improving 
understanding. Innovox products are designed to be co-located with the visual 
source of the sound so audiences can engage effortlessly, and enjoy immensely. 

THE FLEXIBILIT Y TO FIT IN ANY WHERE

From contemporary glass structures to landmark architectural gems, there’s 
an Innovox solution to fit every design specification and venue. Unobtrusive 
integration ensures audiences stay focused on what’s important, not on the  
audio equipment.





Architectural  
Speakers

PRECISION SOLUTIONS FOR DISCREET  

DESIGN INTEGRATION

Innovox Architectural Series 
Loudspeakers are designed to 
recede into the visual background 
while delivering articulate speech 
and musical detail. Now you can 
provide optimal performance without 
compromising aesthetics.



Flex Video 
Speakers

MADE TO MATCH THE DIMENSIONS and 

AESTHETICS OF YOUR VIDEO DISPLAYS

Providing optimal pairing of audio and 
visual cues, while blending seamlessly 
with your décor, our Flex Video speakers 
are perfect for a single display in a 
huddle room or a large multi-panel 
video wall just about anywhere.







High Output 
Arrays

SUPERIOR SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY  

and MUSICAL DETAIL

Combining ribbon line array 
articulation with dipole low-frequency 
pattern behavior, our Hybrid Line 
Arrays let you achieve precise vertical 
control not previously possible in 
such compact packages. Each is “right 
sized” for the SPL requirements of 
venues with up to 3,000 seats.



WE INVITE YOU TO LEARN MORE

Hear what customers are saying about Innovox 
and our products at innovoxaudio.com. 
Or contact us at sales@innovoxaudio.com.

We love to wow audiences with 
incredible sound quality, but that’s not 
all we do. Whether you’re an architect, 
design consultant or integrator, we’re 
proud to provide solutions that help 
you grow your business.

Engagement 
that goes 
beyond the 
audience



•  Differentiated products that maximize comprehension  
and enjoyment

•  Innovative solutions for challenging environments

•  Proven co-location approaches that enable  
effortless comprehension

•  Products that fit unobtrusively and support your  
design vision

• Easier installs that improve your bottom line  

•  Product education and design guidance that complement 
your expertise


